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Ice storm anniversary
stirs memories,
officials reflect on
lessons learned
Mia Walters
Editor-ln..Chief
When University President Randy Dunn saw a winter
storm was forecast for this week, he said he shook his
head and smiled. The warning came Tuesday, just a day
before the anniversary of last year's storm.
"I do feel that we handled last year's storm amazingly
well and that we're even better prepared if, God forbid,
we should encounter another weather episode like that
this year," Dunn said.
The winter storm that left Kentucky in disarray in late
January 2009 was the most devastating in state history.
With 26 deaths, 700,000 without electricity and $1.2 billion in damage, President Barack Obama declared Ken·
tucky in a state of emergency Jan. 28, 2009, following
Gov. Steve Beshear's request.
Without electricity, ceU phone service or clean water
in Murray. students who could safely get home were
asked to leave, and those who could not were offered
shelter in Lovett Auditorium. '
"While I do think we're well prepared, and I really do
salute many units on this campus that were central to our
strong response a year ago - Public Safety, Emergency
Management, Dining Services, Housing, WKMS - all of
'these units came together."
Dunn said a report was compiled following last year's
storm.
"Every unit on campus kind of reported up their find-
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ings, as far as what worked well and what we could do
better, and I think that puts us in pretty good stead should
it ever happen again,'' Dunn said.
Jeff Steen, director of emergency management, said via
e-mail that some reviews called for additional planning.
"The University, as did dther entities, conducted critiques of the ice storm actions," Steen said. "These critiques showed the need for additional emergency generators, a better shelter arrangement for students and
improved communications. Some of these improvements
have already taken place and others are currently in the
works."
1
Steen said preparation means everyone should have a
plan and certain items available. These include a flashlight and extra batteries, a fUll tank of gas, a few gallonS
of water, non-perishable food items, a cell phone car
charger and a radio.
While some students make provisions by stocking up
on these items, Kyle Craig said he has his swim trunks

and flip-flops packed and ready to go.
Craig, senior from Marion, Ky., said if a storm hits he is
planning to head to his mother's condominium in Sarasota, Fla., as he did during last year's ice storm.
He took 10 friends in three carloads on the 14·hour
journey to the coast.
"It was kind of tough without cell phones, so we just
drove around to my friends houses to see who wanted to
go," Craig said. "I tried to invite friend's who lived in the
area and would be out of power for a while, as opposed to
friends from St. Louis who could drive home and be .fine."
While in Florida, he said the group went deep-sea flSh·
ing, visited the beach, and stayed in Tampa, Fla., during
the Super Bowl.
"I hope it starts getting icy tomorrow," Craig said. "We
all have our cars filled up with gas and ready to go, and
while everyone else is going to Wal-mart, we're packing
our beach stuff."
Contact Walters at mia.walters@murraystate.edu.
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The winter storm that strudt Murray last January left the campus coated In Ice.
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The Murray State community was blown away
Monday afternoon with an explosive e-mail from
Public Safety.
The e-mail stated Murray State police responded
to a report at 10:46 a.m. Monday of graf.fiti in a
Waterfield Library restroom indicating "a threat to
'blow up' Water.field Library on Feb. 14th."
"Out flCSt obligation, obviously. is to treat it as a
serious threat and then do everything we can in the
immediate term to ensure that safety of the University community is protected,'' University President
Randy Dunn said. "That's why we did the all-campus
alert, we wanted to make sure the campus was aware
of the situation, that we are treating it seriously, and
it will be fully investigated."
..At this point I don't anticipate there will be a closing of the library, but if we have any suggestion that
it is a credible threat, or find anything in this investi·
gation phase that would warrant closing the library.
we'll do it, but at this point we don't know if it warrants that - or if it's just some irresponsible person
scribbling on the bathroom wall," Dunn said.
Jody Cash of the Murray State police said the graf·
fiti was found in the men's restroom on the library's
main floor. The Waterfield Library staff reported the
threat.
He said investigators think the graffiti was recent·
ly written.
'"We are investigating all possible leads as well as
requesting that anyone with information call the
(Murray State) police at 809-2222." Cash said.

Police officers have trained the library staff on
evacuation and emerge~ procedures. she said.
"(Officers) have also been in contact with the Kentucky State Fire Marshall's Office," Cash said.
She said Murray State police officers will keep the
library under close surveillance around Feb. 14, but
she said students need to be aware of danger, too.
"Students should contact (Murray State) police at
809-.2222 whenever they observe any suspicious
activity," Cash said. "As in all emergency situations,
a person should form a plan of action prior to the
emergency and then caimly react."
All offices, classrooms and residential college
rooms contain green flip charts that instruct readers
what to do in emergency situations. she said, so students, faculty and staff should refer to those for situations like this.
Angie McCune, a post-baccalaureate student from
Paducah, Ky .• said she did not take the threat seriously.
"I just figUred it was someone messing around, trying to get a reaction," she said.
Although she has only been a Murray State student
for about two weeks, she said the community seems
safe.
She said she even feels safe enough to walk to her
car alone at midnight when she has a late study night;
however, if the rumor turns out to be more than a
prank, McCune said she would not feel safe returning
to Waterfield Ubrary.
"I think the police
take precautions," she said,
"but I haven't decided ifMl be (at Waterfield) around
(Feb.14)."
Contact Cash at laura.cash@murraystate.edu.
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One class, two class,
fun class, scu(ba) class!

By the numbers
Topic: Unique classes
It may not seem like it early in
one•s undergraduate studies. but
the. day will come when students
have time to pursue full classes.
(We promise!)

Rec, liberal arts
courses reign as
students' favorites

Tbe News asked its online
visitors which department of
those listed has more interesting

Section special
The University offers a
multitude of majors and
minors, but when students
fmisb required class work,
they often wonder how to fill
their extra hours.
According to The News
latest online poll. students
turn to history, English and
philosophy and art classes·
first, but also save time for
recreation.
Want in on their fun-filled
schedules? T ry th('sc options:
• Get active. Students wanting a physical challenge can
sign up for recreation classes
such as scuba diving, rock
climbing, golf, tennis or aerobics.
• Appreciate the arts. Students list literature, music

Sa

classes:
HIS (29%)•
ART (21%)•

Jordie Oetkcn!The News

ENG {21%}•

RECttl: Introduction to Open Water Divino Is just one of the several out-ofthe-ordinary courses Murray State offers Its students.
appreciation and history
little rusty? Prendre un cours

IDC {14%)•
I

debutant. T hink classic litera ture is Rosie O'Donnell's
haiku? Sign up to study midcentury poets, Ralph Waldo
Emerson or religious texts.
For more insight, see The
News' story about unique
classes on page 6b.

courses
among
their
favorites. T akh up drawing,
study music theory or learn
the art of Shakespearean th.eater.
• T ry a challenge. Prone to
drawing stick figures? Give
Drawing 101 a shot. French a

I

REC {14%) •

letters • letters • letters • letters

c.faMa to ... General
Motors for plannin8
to build electric
motors starting in
2013. But why not a
little sooner?

Anti-feminism column
disrespectful, unresearched
On response to "Anti-feminism col-

It's time
to break out
the pencils.

umn is disrespectful, unresearched"
on The News' Faccbook opinion
forum)
I too, was surprised by the lack of

insight given to the Feminist movement {in the Nov. 20, 2009 issue's
"Just Imagining" column). I feel it
really did an injustice to all the
women who find themselves pinned
under the glass ceiling.
Riordan Sigilo Scalzitti-Sanders,
Chicago, Ill.
I

Why help Haiti, when we

To facilitate discussion,
we need thought-provoking
letters to the editor.
Stand up and let your
voice be heard.
Submit your letters to
thenews@murraystate.edu
today!

need help at home?
I feel sorry for the people of Haiti.
but when arc we going to fu: the problems here! Those people should have
their own plan. money, etc. Why are
we going broke helping the rest of the
world he responsible for their own
stupidity? When is it going to stop?
Maybe the corrupt government of
Haiti should spend more money on
helping/educating their own people
rather than making the top 5 percent
rich!
Tim Garrett,
posted on thcnews.org. Jan 15.
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Check itl The News online opinion selection:
j

•lhenews.oro: TheNews' videographers hit the streets Monday to find out what Murray State students think of local textbook options.
• Web exclusives! The boys are back in town! Rici<Y and Greg kick-start a new semester with a football·themed Press Box.

• The Nerd Facebook opinion forum: Only three of the14 people polled for Question of the Week could answer the question. can YQU do better? Prove it.

Tuesday, Tuesday;
can't trust that day
Someone should
have sent Tuesday a
memo that it wasn't
Monday,
because
that message got lost
somewhere in translation.
Tuesday was one
of those days that
had it out for me
Jodi Keen from the very beginOpinion Editor ning. Even while I
was still asleep, it
plotted against me. When I woke up
ready to start the day, I'd get a nice, big
hand smacking me in the face.
Tuesday was a pain from the get-go:
Housing placed me up for consolidation
because my roommate from last semester
moved out at the last minute: I had less
than one week to fmd a roommate or risk
being fmed. I still haven't even completely unpacked from Winter Break.
I dropped below full time and, as a consequence, unknowingly lost my regional
discount, an error costing my family at
least $1,500. My plans for scuba class are
being thwarted by the six-month·old
sinus infection from helL
I'm quickly realizing I don't have the
discipline to go immediately to graduate
school, and I don't have any concrete
plans for post-graduation, when what
was known as "summer vacation" will
instead become "unemployment."
Tuesday I remembered I'd gotten my
car's oil changed, fluids measured and
serpentine belt checked last week - and
forgotten to get new windshield wiper
blades.
I have four bills due next week alone,
cleaning me out of almost $600. Through
it aU, I stared at a silent cell phone, real·
izing long-distance, one-sided quasi-relationships really aren't any fun .
Some days, you get the elevator. Tuesday, I got the SHAFT. J don't cry often,
Tuesdav
I dis~vered my: mascara is
but
'.trl (; '
V'-j ' lrl
,
!-1 11
,
most. certam y no waterproOf.
·
·
1• felt' defl ated, exasperated and
absolutely defeated. Who should I have
called and cried to - who would have
wanted to listen to all that? Despite having more than 600 Facebook "friends," in
that moment. I felt utterly alone.
T o put it mildly, this semester has not
started out .ideally. It could always be
worse, but when I pictured my final
semester as an undergrad, the optimism
of that dream pales in comparison to this
week's harsh reality that things rarely go
just as you want them to.
It's so easy for me to curl into a ball
and refuse to tackle my problems, but on
Tuesday, Bing Crosby popped up unexpectedly in my thoughts to remind me to
count my blessings. No offense, Bing ol' .,
boy, I thought, but ... what blessings?
Well, for one, when I graduate, I w ill
have no student loans welcoming me into
unemployment. For another, being
steered toward a new roommate encourages me to get outside my comfort zone
and meet someone new. And last week,
my News colleagues and I garnered several awards at the annual Kentucky Press
Association conference, which bolstered
our spirits and our resumes.
Sometimes, feeling beaten down makes
me out of sorts for a while. But not this
time. For reasons 1 can't yet explain, I
dr ied my eyes, surveyed the damage my
mascara had done and got to work repairing both my appearance and my day.
For starters, I went on an unsubscribing spree. I relinquished my subscriptions to half a dozen e-mail newsletters
from clothing companies to celebrity
news Web sites. I don't need the extra
temptation to spend money I don't have,
and I shouldn't care about celebrities
more than my own employment and
health insurance issues.
I began researching second half-semester classes. lf tacking a few of those onto
my schedule gets me my tuition discount
back, the work will be worth it. I met
with my new roommate, a delightful girl
a good four years younger than I am. It's
only one semester, but if history repeats
itself, being housed with someone
younger will breathe new life into me.
The ultimate good news? (There actually is some!) This period of low points
will make me sit up and take action. My
motivation to get up and get OUT will
absolutely consume me. If I want change.
I have to make change.
Like the film "Wild Hearts Can't Be
Broken" {an absolute must-see, by the
way), a heart with even an ounce of
determination has an edge over despair.

(blote of tbe wed: "Go and do and be."
-My mama
Song of tbe wed: "Monday, Monday"
-The Mamas & The Papas
Contact
Keen
m urraystatc.edu.

at

jodi.ke.,en@
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Obama addresses
nation's troubles
Associated Press
Declaring "I don't
quit," President Barack
Obama
fought
to
recharge his embattled
presidency with a State
of the Union vow to get
jobless millions back to
work and stand on the
side of Americans angry
at Wall Street greed and
Washington bickering.
DcfJ.ant despite stinging setbacks, be said he
would fight for ambitious
overhauls of
health care, energy and
education.
"Change has not come
fast enough," Obama
acknowledged Wednesday night before a
politician-packed House
chamber and a TV audience of millions. "As
hard as it may be, as
uncomfortable and contentious as the debates
may be, it's time to get
serious about fixing the
problems that are hampering our growth."
Obama looked to
change the conversation
from how his presidency is stalling - over the
health care debate,
economy and the missteps that led to Christmas Day's barely averted terrorist disaster to how he is seizing the
reins.
He spoke to a nation
gloomy over doubledigit
unemployment
and federal deficits
soaring to a record $1.4
trillion, and to fellow
Democrats dispirited
about the fallen standing of a president they
hoped would carry
them through thi!': fall's
midterm elections. ,
With State of the

Union messages traditionally delivered at the
end of January, Obanta
had one of the presidency's biggest platforms
just a week after Republicans scored an upset
takeover of a Senate ·
seat in Massachusetts,
prompting hand-wringing over his leadership.
With the turnover
erasing Democrats' Senate supermajority needed to pass most legislation. it also put a cloud
over health care and the
rest of Obama's agenda.
Obama implored lawmakers to press forward
with his prized health
care overhaul, which is
in severe danger in Congress.
"Do not walk away
from reform," he said.'
"Not now. Not when we
are so close."
Republicans applauded the president when
he entered the chamber
and craned to welcome
Michelle Obama.
But
bipartisanship
Jisappeared early, with
Republicans
sitting
stone-faced
through
several
rounds
of
emphatic Democratic
cheering and as Obama
took a sharp jab at GOP
congressional strategy.
"Just saying no to
everything may be good
short-term politics. but
it's not leadership," he
said.
Supreme Court Justice
Samuel
Alito,
appointed by President
George W. Bush, made a ·
dismissive face, shook
his head in disagreement and seemed to
mouth the words "not
true" as Obama said the
court in a recent deci-

1

Dining Services staff
to assess meal plans,
recommendations
Crystal Akers
Assistant News Editor

Photo courtesy of Associated Press

President Obama, vice president Joe Blden and House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi face national leaders at the State of
the Union address Wednesday night
sion had "reversed a
century of law to open
the floodgates for special interests - including foreign corporations
- t() spend without
limit in our elections."
The president devoted about two-thirds of
his speech to the economic worries foremost
on Americans' minds as
recession persists.
Obama emphasized
his ideas, some new but
mostly
old
and
explained anew, for
restoring job growth,
taming budget deficits
and changing a Wash-

ington so polarized that
"every day is Election
Day."
Such roots of intense
voter emotions once
drove supporters to
Obama but now are
turning on him as he
governs.
Declaring he knew
the anxieties of Americans ~truggling to pay
the bills while big banks
get bailouts and bonus·
es, Obama prodded
Congress to enact a second stimulus package,
"with or without delay,"
urging that it help sma\1 '
businesses.

l

In a continued effort to reassess the
meal plan program, Dining Services is
analyzing recommendations from the
consulting company that developed last
semester's survey.
The primary focus of the survey was
to evaluate how to make Dining Services more accessible to commuters,
Richard Fritz, director of Dining Services and Racer hospitality, said.
He said the company bas given recommendations for various aspects of
University dining, including meal plans,
equipment and renovations.
The recommendations came from the
company's personal assessments, the
dining survey results and student sug·
gestions.
Fritz said there will be no immediate
changes. however, as members of Dining Services are still evaluating their
options.
"Right now, we're taking those initial
recommendations, and we're funneling
them through the rigorous financial
analysis process," Fritz said.
Fritz said he wants to ensure any
changes made are financially responsible in order to maintain the cost of
improvements and day-to-day operations. Along with the fmancial factor.
Fritz said he wants all decisions to ben·
cfit both current and future patrons.
So far, no definite time frame for
implementing changes has been set.
"We'd like to move forward as soon as
we could, but we want to be conservative to not jump the gun and do something that takes more planning," Fritz
said. "Ifwe moved too quickly, we could
potentially create challenges that
wouldn't make the program start out
well. If we don't move quickly enough
we stalemate ourselves on operating
capital."
Although the survey and assessments
were geared toward determining com·
muter needs. the analysis also presented
a major on-campus consumer desire.
"'!bere's a whole meal segment from 9
p.m. to midnight we're rmsslng out on,"
Fritz. said. "We have to keep something

open for that late-night fourth meal
period. That is the number one objective."
The consultants also recommended
simplifying and restructuring the meal
plans, Alex Green, sophomore from
Mayfield, Ky., and senator from Health
Science and Human Services, said.
One proposal entailed implementing
either five-day or seven-day meal plans,
Green said.
He said these would also eliipinate
time constraints for when students
could use meal plans.
"In the long run, it would be better as
far as food waste and stuff like that,"
Green said. "I think they would be slow
at first getting students on board, but I
think in a couple semesters when everybody gets used to it, people really would
come around."
Fritz emphasized, though, the necessity of planning carefully.
He said eliminating time constraints
is ideal, but they must examine the takeout issue. More take-out could possibly
equate greater food costs that would
transfer into student costs.
"We don't want to be putting in programs or formats that don't meet the
ongoing and future needs of our customers,'' Fritz said. "We can get all those
recommendations, but if we don't do
diligence on the financial component
and configuration, we could put stuff in,
and it could end up, long term, costing
the customer more than our current
program does."
Fritz said any new plan must also generate enough revenue for renovations of
current facilities, particularly Winslow.
Fritz said students can expect all
options to be carefully considered.
"The University has taken the time
and effort to do this study, to get good
concrete information, and now we're
studying the results of that survey and
understanding how and where the material can have the greatest impact that
will benefit students, but not just for the
short run. We're looking at how we can
affect and give a positive impact for the
long hau,." Fritz said.
' Contact Akers at crystal.akers@
murraystate.edu.

"20 years

from now you will be
more disappointed by the things
didn't do than the ones you did.
So throw off the bowlines. Sail
away from the safe harbor. Catch
the trade winds in your sails."

"EXPLORE. DREAM. DISCOVER."
"Exchange" with other schools for up to one full
calendar year
Pay Murray State University's tuition to attend
participating schools throughout the United States,
Canada, Puerto Rico and U.S. Territories
KENfUCKY RESIDENfS can use KEES funds to pay
for tuition at Murray State University and exchange to
another college or university
which school to attend from 190 different
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Let the race begin: mayoral candidates announced
Stephanie Steele
Staff writer
A new mayoral race brings a new crop of
candidates, each one with his own set of opinions, experiences and intentions.
One of the candidates, Councilman Bill
Wells. said he has had plenty of experience in
the city of Murray
He served 20 years on City Council and three
terms as Chairman for the finance committee.
Wells said he was also the first person to
operate the Family Resource Center in l99S and
served as principal of Murray High School
from 1982 until 1995.
He was awarded Principal' of the Year in
Kentucky in 1992. As a result, Wells was invited to a conference with Ronald Reagan in
Washington, D.C.
Wells garnered this accolade in 1984 when
Murray High School was the first school in the
state recognized for academic excellence, he
said.
Wells was also nominated for "citizen of the

year" by the Chamber of Commerce for 2009·
2010, an award that was presented by the late
Tom Rushing.
Although Wells said he is not yet aware of
any plans for a tax increase, he agrees the raise
in the city sticker may be necessary.
The cost of a regular passenger vehicle city
sticker is currently SSO a year.
"I've had enough experience to know what
direction Murray should go in the future,"
Wells said. "My main concern is the city."
His opponent and feUow councilman. Greg
Anderson, said it may take more than that.
"We have tried things my opponents' way,"
Anderson said. "I'm offering a new way."
Anderson said he refuses to raise taxes and
will do everything he can to keep them low.
Murray remains the only city in the region
without a payroll tax, but it has the lowest
poverty rate in the region and the second lowest in the state, he said.
"I wlll say to anyone who will listen," Ander·
son said, "with me, you will not get an increase
in taxes."

Anderson, the youngest elected official in the
state. said he was a student at Murray State for
three years. but graduated from Mid-Continent
University.
He is also the vice president of the Murray
Lions Club, a volunteer at Big Brothers Big Sisters and member of the board of directors for
Court Appointed Special Advocates, who
assists abused children.
Councilman Butch Seargent, another candidate, said be does not want to raise taxes, but
warns against oulking such difficult promises.
"For me to say I'm not going to do certain
things is premature because none of us know
what we will have to do," Seargent said.
The city government has some difficult decisions to make, Seargent said. The decisions
must be based on what is best for the entire
city, Seargent said.
"It's not about political ambitions, my total
concern is the city," he said. "I don't have a lot
of ambitions as a politician. I just know what's
best for the city in my heart."
Seargent said he has worked for the City of

Murray for nearly 30 years.
He was the director of planning and engineering for the city for .15 years and has served
on the city council for three terms, Sea,rgent
said.
He said he has also worked for five different
mayors throughout the years.
"I have been to meetings. I have been around
each department within the city of Murray and
1 understand how it works," Seargent said.
Altho~ Seargent understands the way a
city government works. he said he speaks for
aU the candidates' interest in public opinion.
There will be a "communicy conversation" at
6 p.m. March l in the old post office building
located at 101 S. Fourth St. The event is open to
the public.
"We want to know how the public feels, we
want to know how they react to issues before'
we make any decisions," Seargent said. "Everyone should state how they feel; we are very
open to suggestions."
Contact Steele at stephanie.steele@
murraystatc.cdu.
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Karie MikeVContributing photographer

Junior B.J. Jenkins throws the ball up to teammate lsacc Miles on a fast break durlno Murray State's 86-49 drubblno of SlU-E at the RSEC Wednesday.
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Ricky Martin/The News

Junior ouard lsacc Miles rises up from behind the arc to sink a threepointer in the Racers win over the Couoars Wednesday.
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Sports Editor ',

Stopping the Racers doesn't seem to be an option this season
as Mw:ray State continues to obliterate opponents.
Sill-Edwardsville was the most recent victim of a Racers
.
slaughtering, falling 86-49 Wednesday at the RSEC.
When asked if he felt bad when defeating a team by such a
large margin, sophomore forward Ivan Aska responded with a
simple answer.
"No," Aska said. "It's a business thing, a business approach.
I've always been told friends after the game but on the court
you can't be friends with nobody. You go out play and if it
comes out that way, it comes out that way."
.The win pits Murray State at 19-3 overall this season, including an undefeated reign over conference teams as they hold the
~ No. 1 ranking in the OVC.
The win was a team effort, as alll4 members of the men's bas~ ketball team received playing time, with 10 Racers playing in
, double-digit minutes.
I "I was proud of our guys effort and ability to stay focused and
not get raggedy on the floor," Head Coach Billy Kennedy said.
~'We were able to play a lot of guys and I thought we got good
~ production out of all of the guys that played."
to With the lead changing three times in the frrst five minutes of
•: action and the game tied at nine, Murray State utilized its
~ defense and speed to go on a 27-5 run.
!!!
"We had to get out and try to jump on them early," freshman
guard Isaiah Canaan said. "Once we got our rhythm together
~ and everything started clicking, that's when that run came. We
~ started executing better and making shots."
~ Murray State also saw a momentum shift when SlU-E's senior
~ guard Aamir McCleary left the game due to injury in the first
~ minutes of play and did not return.
"A point guard is like an engine to a car," Canaan said. "With-
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out him sometimes the team is stuck and can't really move: So
when he went down. 1 saw the look on the teams face, like 'man
this is going to be a long night.' I give them credit; they tried to
fight and didn't give up."
The first half ended with the Racers leading the Co1,1gars 38-19
as senior forward Danero Thomas anchored the team with eight
points in addition to Aska's five rebounds.
Although SlU-E recorded five more rebounds than the OVC
leaders, Murray State shot 56 percent from the field as opposed
to the Cougars' 19.4 percent.
Murray State hit the court in the second half unwilling to let
down the momentum, slamming the paint to finish the game
with 50 points from the lane.
After halftime, the Racers' big men senior center Tony Easley,
junior forward Jeffery McClain and freshman forward Edward
Daniel let the dunks fly, sinking four in as many minutes.
Easley fmished the game as the offensive leader with 13
points. followed by Thomas with 12 and Canaan with 11 to round
out the double-digit scoring.
Junior guards Isacc Miles and B. J. Jenkins, sophomore guard
Jawuan Long and Daniel added eight points each,
With seven rebounds, Aska led the defensive action with
Thomas, McClain and senior center Georges Fotso tallying four.
The Racers surge came from a combination of 28 points from
turnovers and 25 fast break points with 40 points coming from
the bench.
"We had good focus the whole night,'' Kennedy said. "That's
what I was glad to see. Tony Easley set the tone for us on that
end, and Isacc Miles was a good force in the beginning of the
game. That's the strength of our team. Our effort has been great
in every game."
Murray State takes on UT Martin, who is winless in conference play, Saturday in Martin, Tenn. The game will be aired on
ESPNU with tipoff set for 1 p.m.

Contact Johnson at elizabetha.johnson@murraystate.edu.

(DE Austen Lane to play
in Senior Bowl Saturday
Staff report
After a football season remembered for all of
the wrong reasons - the firing of Matt Griffm,
the 3-8 overall flnish and a 49·13 loss to Southeast Missouri - senior defensive end Austen
Lane is turning the negatives Into positives.
The 6-foot-7, 270-pound All-American will
test the waters in hopes of furthering his career
~he represents the North in the 2010 Under
Armour Senior Bowl.
Lane. along with the best senior football
players in college football hit the field at LaddPeebles Stadium at 3 p.m. Saturday in Mobile,
Ala.
Starting in all ll games of the 2009 season,
~ Lane ended his fmal campaign as a Racer with
64 tackles, 32 of which were solo, and led the

league with ll sacks and 195 tackles-for-loss for
the year.
Nationally, Lane tied for third in tackles-forloss and held the No.4 spot in sacks. In addition, he was able to pick off the ball for a touchdown, marking the frrst interception of his
career.
Lane started turning heads his junior season,
when he recorded 63 tackles and ranked second in the nation with 22 tackles-for-loss, while
setting a school record of 12 sacks in a single
season.
According to CBSSports.com, Lane is predicted to be picked in the third round of the
NFL draft as the ninth-best defensive end and
the No. 88 player overall.
The Senior Bowl will be aired on the NFL
Network.

Senior defensive end Austen lane will represent the North team In the Under Armour Senior Bowl Saturday.
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to bo ce back:
.ON DUCT men travel to Memphis

uNsPoRTsMANLIKE
Tennis Addiction

Greg Waddell

Assistant Sports Editor
Kindergarten and I
Sometimes the ball just doesn't bounce the
were pretty tight. I
right way.
would eat, color, sleep
Despite an early stumble in the opening match
and then leave.
against Louisville two weeks ago, the Racers will
1 was down with that.
try to rebound Saturday, traveling to Memphis.
· I don't really color
Tenn., to take on a formidable team Head Coach
anymore. but rm still
Mel Purcell is familiar 'with.
pretty active in the
"I went to school at Memphis State (now Memwhole sleeping departphis)
my freshman year so it's a lot of fun to go
ment - that is, until
back there," Purcell said. "I'd like to beat them,
Monday.
Staff writer
though as a coach, I'd like to beat them real bad.
· Never before have I
That
is always a good trip (but they are) a team
been so sleep deprived. Bloodshot eyes and
dark circles have become a part of my life. that if we play well enough we can beat. They
l have almost had to consider rearranging have always been a little bit stronger than us but
rny wardrobe to accommodate. Sweats and it will be the same kind of deal."
The Racers didn't fair well in the match against
hoodies have become my newest fashion.
the Cardinals earlier this season, as Murray State
But it is so worth it.
Put aside the fact college basketball is in fell 0-7, but Purcell said the team sChedule
full swing. Forget baseball is preheating on worked out that. way for a reason.
"If we had played an easier team. it might have
the hot stove. The Super Bowl around the
t.."'rner isn't important, The thing keeping' been better, but I like playing the good teams
my body up and REM cycle down is some- right off the bat,'" Purcell said. "They were just
tliing I used to loathe. An exhibition of ath- strong. Louisville is ranked top 20 this year. (Rex
Ecarma) always bas a strong team and they have
leticism that used to leave me wishing I
could eat nails rather than watching it is a really good indoor facility, but our guys played
them pretty competitive."
now controlling me.
Purcell noted the strong effort against
l am absolutely addicted to tennis ~ that
is 'a5 of five days ago. The Australian Open .Louisville but conceded to needed improvement.
"We played pretty good doubles at one and
is' the only sporting event I have ever
three and we bad break points to possibly go up
pfclCed over sleep.
1'll be honest, I fell asleep at the end of I and play well in singles," Purcell said. "They
File photo
regulation in the 2008 Boise St. vs. Okla- jumped on us, but they know we're good enough
homa Fiesta Bowl game. That six-over- to compete with some better teams. It's more
Sophomore Jose Berardo <right) prepares for a backhand swing In doubles at the Purcell Tennis Courts last season.
respectability. They don't just mess around: they
times Syracuse vs. Connecticut game? I
ing that kind of finish against Memphis.
be the key to this year. If we can get out there and
missed that one, too. Generally I'm not the just take care of business. It's always good to play
get that doubles point early then I think we can
"It's going to take winning some early matches.
most dedicated sports fan, but for some teams like that early in the year."
Playing matches and winning early will instill
compete and have a good chance to go for the
The Racer's do not begin play in the OVC until
reason, the Aussie Open has me hooked.
OVC title. We had a good chance last year and
confidence in my team. Eastern Kentucky is
'fhe reason I started watching the Aus- Feb.l3 against SIU-Edwardsville, but after finishwe
have
the
same
team.
We
always
have
a
tough
probably the early favorite and Jacksonville State
ing
4-4
in
conference
action
with
a
close
semifitralian Open was because I am finishing up
lost five of their players but they are just as good.
schedule and we might not have a .500 record
Andre Agassi's book Open. which bas 1 nal loss to Eastern Kentucky in the tournament
overall, but really the OVC is alii care about."
We've got to be ready for everybody."
last season, Purcell said things are looking up for
become my favorite book ever. Seriously.
He
did
note,
however,
some
other
key
compo,Contact Waddell at gregory.waddell@
Murray
State.
'Agassi was a tormented soul, and loathed
nents would need to fall into place heforc expectmurraystate.edu.
"Hopefully if we play well in doubles, that will
tennis probably more than me. In his book
he talks about his childhood and his livid
father who only wanted the best for his 1
s_on. Failed relationships, drug addictions ¥
and a toupee problem were all literal man'
ifestations adding to Agassi's closet of
demons, but they were 't he tip of the icetin has posted scores predominateberg compared to his emotional instability. Kyra Ledbetter
ly in the high 4.400s, with the seaI found .myself screaming expletives at Staff writer
son
best for the women at 4,534 and
the screen Tuesday night when Andy Rodjust one point higher for the men.
The rifle team plays host to neardick couldn't break serve. (You like that
Memphis has managed similar
tennis fans? Five days into the sport and ly a dozen teams Saturday in the
scores
with its downfall to both
annual
Withrow
Invitational.
I'm already picking up the lingo.)
The collegiate teams competing
Nebraska and Army, finishing with
l was even more disheartened when I
4,574 and 4,523 points, respectively.
came home from class Wednesday to dis- are Virginia, Ohio State, Columbus
Rose-Hulman Institute of TechState,
Jacksonville
State,
UT
Marcover Rafael Nadal had to withdraw from
nology recently recorded its best
tin,
Memphis,
Rose-Hulman
Instihis quarterfinal match against Andy Murtute of Technology and Mercer.
match in five years with a team
ray' becausc of tendinitis in his knee.
cumulative
score of 4,493. Thus far
Virginia
currently
ranks
No.
1
in
I swear to you, four days ago, I thought
the
team
has
fired off at five comthe
nation
for
collegiate
rifle
teams,
Andy Murray was a British golfer.
petitions without winning any.
remaining
undefeated
for
the
Even though my little brother in my fraMercer holds a similar record,
ternity is on the tennis team here at Mur- entirety of its season.
remaining winless in the season.
The
team
continues
to
improve,
ray State, l still didn't know much about it,
Most recently Mercer hosted UT
posting its most impressive score
or really even care to learn.
Martin in an air rifle competition,
Alaska-Fair·
last
weekend
against
Sports fans all over the country are
falling
with a score of 2,011.
with
a
score
of
4,697.
banks
angry about ESPN's decision to air the AusHead CoaCh Alan Lollar said be is
The Racers enter the match after
tralian Open on ESPN 2, claiming there are
managing a score of 4,618 against
too many other important things happen- confident in his team of shooters,
Nebraska )an. 17.
who
have
marked
consistent
scores
Nate
Brelst'ord!Thc•
New~
in_g to focus on other than tennis. They
throughout
this
season.
"It'll be a very competitive weekcouldn't be more wrong.
Sophomore Ashley Rose shoots in ameet this season at the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range.
end," Lollar said. "Once again, you
"Obviously, if you're going to
,Eyen with my closest friends' desperate
have to show up. You have to be
score on one other occasion, defeatscore of 4,608.
attempts at an intervention. I cannot tum compete in the same matCh with the
consistent. We have to take care of
No.
ing
1
team
in
the
nation,
that's
a
This
season
the
Buckeyes
are
5·2,
U'I'
Martin
with
a
score
of
4,570
a~ay from the sport I love as much as anyearlier in the season.
our business and not worry about
with their highest score against
one could love a sport after a week of har- • very tall order," Lollar said. "Can
anyone
else."
we
do
that?
I
believe
we
can.
We
at
4,614
points.
OVC
team
Jacksonville
State
talKentucky
monious bliss together- and I won't do it.
have
that
capability
in
us."
The
nine
teams take to the shootColumbus
State
travels
to
Murray
lied
its
ntost
recent
score
at
the
• if my grades suffer, if this column sufing line at 8 a.m. Saturday at the Pat
The Ohio State Buckeyes join the
after defeating Jacksonville State
Newkirk Invitational, where they
fers, I'll never give up my late-night tennis
Spurgin Rifle Range.
were bested by Murray State after a
and Tennessee Tech with a score of
shenanigans for sleep. At least not untU the Racers at the Pat Spurgin Rifle
Contact Ledbetter at kyra.
Range
after
a
win
over
the
U.S.
4,567,
for
their
first
win
of2010.
season·bcst
4,616.
·
Australian Open ends.
Military Academy with a team
ledbetter@murraystate.edu.
The
team
finished
with
a
better
Throughout
its
season.
UT
MarPower Play:
. NBA Commissioner David Stem goes
play come conference."
Elizabeth Johnson
onto the Power Play after suspending
Sports
Editor
Following the meet. the Racers prepare for a
Washington Wizards guards Gilbert AreSaturday matchup at Kennesaw State.
nas"and Javaris Crittenton for the remainAs many teams hibernate or prepare for tourKeasling said the versatility of the Owls will
der · of the season. Stern's disciplinary
help
Murray State later in the season.
nament
action,
the
wumen's
tennis
team
is
just
ac~ions were announced Wednesday after
to
shake
off
the
snow.
"Kennesaw
State is a very court-savvy type of
starting
Arenas met face-to-face with Stem for the
team," Keasling said. "They have depth in the
After hitting the court during the fall for sever(irst time since the gun incident that put
al invitationals to devc.lop fundamentals and rid
international component. Again, they're very
Arenas' future with the Wizards in doubt.
the
offseason
rust,
the
Racers
look
to
start
regutrue to the type of team we'll face in conference
Quick lesson for the kids out there, don't
lar season play today and Saturday.
season in March."
take guns into an NBA locker room.
Keasling said the Memphis and Kennesaw
"Some of these players have worked for three
Penalty Box:
years,"
Head
Coach
Connie
Keasling
said.
"Now
State
matches will assist in measuring where the
The 67 percent of people - according to
we have experience, depth and upperclassmen.
team stands.
SportsNation- who think Michael Vick can
The fall gave us the upportunity to let freshmen
"These matches will act as a benchmark for
be an effective NFL quarterback are going
get
experience
and
to
develop
our
doubles
us,"
Keasling said. "After these two matches we
in the Penalty Box. This defmitely sets the
teams."
can
sec
where we are strong and where we need
record for most people placed in my imagKicking off the schedule, Murra}' State beads to
to improve. Put together, the teams are what
i~ary box of mischief.
Memphis, Tenn., for competition, where the athwe'll be seeing match after match later in the seaTweet of the Week:
letes
face
a
team
of
familiar
faces
from
the
Memson."
' .Kudos to the OVC for a Racer shout out.
phis Collegiate Invitational in September.
The Racers host SIU-Edwardsville, Evansville
OYCSports: OVC MBB: Murray St. wins
"Memphis
is
a
great
way
to
start
the
spring
seaand
Belmont in February at Kenlake before
iOth in a row and 14th-straight at home In
spending
almost a month-long stretch on the
son,"
Keasling
said.
"They
are
a
solid
team
in
sin·
victory over SIUE on Wednesday.
gles
and
doubles.
We
know
lots
of
players
on
the
road
against
OVC opponents.
From TweetDeck.
team, so this is a meaningful match for us.
Contact Johnson at elizabetha.johnson@
Contact Martin at richard.martin@
They're exactly what type of team we have to
murraystate.edu.
murraystate.edu.

Wiithr0;...,.. Invite ral6es top shooters
yy
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·Memphis,
Kennesaw
State teams
indicative
of future

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

Immanuel Lutheran
Church

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
ARST RJll.. MONTH FREE!
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. - noon
1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

LUtheran Hout
f M 92.1
St.alda.f at 9 p.m.
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Each Weel The IWt Elizabeth Johnson, Greg Wlddell Ricky Martin and
Kyle Rooers. a PacJIIars pizza representative. plus a QUest will face off In a
heated round of Pick 'em.

.. ..
Surviving the Ice Storm

Basketball
Ricky Martin
Greg Waddell
Assistant Sports Editor Head of Sports Operations
Last weelc 4·2
last week: 4-2
Season Record: 8·4
Season Record: 8--4

Elizabeth Johnson
Sports Editor
last week 4-2
Season record: 9-3

Kyle ROCJefS
Sports writer
Last week: 5-1

Season Recorct lG-2

No. 23 Vanderbilt at
No. 1Kentucky
No. 2 Kansas at
No. 13 Kansas State

6

•

No.7 Duke at
No. nGeorgetown

i

No. 5 Michigan State at
No. 16 Wisconsin

fl. fl.

No. 17 Pitt at
No. 9 West VIrginia

WY'

Morehead State at
Austin Peay
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This weekend marks
the one-year anniversary of the great ice
storm that tormented
Guest Jenny Russell
Nanette Blrdson9
the region.
Pac)llal's Pizza
Junior from Cobden. Ill
With every win~C1._
Last Week: 4·2
lastweek:H
weather advisory t~at
Season record: 9-3
Season Record: 5-7
scrolls across the television or pops up op
- - --t-e_v_e__ my computer, comes
5
uneasy memories .of
Miller
the storm.
•
Outdoor columnist The sight of fallen
trees and telephone poles lying aga.i.nst
houses and across roads are still fresh in
my mind. I remember tree branchc.-; S\1~
cumbing to the weight of the ice and falling
to the ground, making an eerie sound likc,a
wind chime hooked up to an amplifier. I
remember the cold, dark nights sendiqg a
,
shiver down my spine.
Most of all I remember a sense of pnn\c
and helplessness among the community. 1
think it was admirable how Murray pu~d
together to help those without a plac~ to
escape or the means to survive on thcjr
•
e
own.
My most vivid memory was the coufi·
dence that even if things got worse. I knew
I would be able to survive. The survival
skills many of us learn in the woods, moun.
tains and on water in our outdoor pur!>'"' its
can be applied to any survival situation.
The most important of these skills is recog·
nizing how vital preparation is.
Even a small survival kit with a fe\_V
essential items can greatly improve your
conditions, and most of these supplies can
be bought at a grocery store or pharmacy•.
The first item is a hard plastic water bottle that can bounce off rocks and not shattc~
,
Inside of this I have a multi-tool or Sw.is;l
Army knife. a compass, a small LED flashgood job on him," Kennedy said. light. first aid kit, waterproof matches,
"We can't let him get 30 or 40. He's water purification tablets, fishing li.~.
done it before and if he can do that hooks and jigs, a few granola bars. trail mix
they have a chance to win."
nnd an emergency space blanket.
Once the Racers return home
Although this is a bare-bones !>Ltrvival kit.
from Martin, the road won't get any I know it will meet my most basic needs, l
easier as they host Tennessee State have one in my house, truck and boat, and.
and Austin Peay within Mhree-day• it is small enough to 'Carry in a backpaclc
span.
UJ '.
!: when l go hiking. hunting or camping. .•
Murray State defeated both
I was one of the lucky ones during last
teams already once this season on year's ice storm. After the first two day~
the road, but both teams are poised without power, I was taken in by a friend's
to make deep runs in the confer- family just outside of town. They ha~ . jl
ence tournament.
gl'1lerator, plenty of food and gas appli...
Tipoff for the Racers' return to ances.
the RSEC against Tennessee State
To combat the boredom. I would t~k.c
is set for 7:30 p.m. Thursday.
long walks through th~ woods, and ) .
Contact Martin at richard.
remember as I watched ducks land in ap.
martin@murraystate.edu.
open creek • the only surface not bl::mkete~
in ice· that even if I was not as fortunate ,to
have gas heat, the shelter of a house ~nsl
food harvested from a package, I would be
able to survive until normalcy returned. , ·'
I hope those of us who experienced the,
I swrm
have 'learned something from it.,
Even if it was brushing up on our skills and
reading a survival manual.

fl.
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Racers face afternoon game
Ricky Martin
Staff writer
Generally playing in the nightcap
during Ohio Valley Conference
games this season, Billy Kennedy's
Racers will play a matinee game
Saturday against UT Martin.
The Racers (19·3.10-0) open play
in their .fourth nationally televised
game of the season, but Kennedy
said he is more worried about his
team's response to playing in a
1 p.m. tip-off than the way they will
react to ESPN coverage.
"I'm more concerned with it
being a one o'clock game,"
Kennedy 'said. "It's an c:~rly game
so it's a little bit different schedule

.for us, but other than that 1 think
our guys will really be excited to
play. We practice at thnt time most
days so they will be fine."
The R:icers have defeated UTMartin already this Sl'ason, claim·
ing an 83·59 victory at the RSEC
jan. 4.
But Murray State fell in their last
trip to Martin, which came early on
in last year's conference schedule.
Offensively. the Skyhawks were
led by the departed Lester Hudson,
who helped give UT-Martin the 75·
71 victory OVl~r the Racers. But a
month and half later, the Racers
found revenge inside the RSEC
claiming a 74·59 win.
Freshman guard Isaiah Canaan

said Murray State is prepared for
the Sky hawks on this trip to Martin.
"We have in our mind right now
(that they're) just another team in
our way," Cannon said. "We're
going to go down there and just
play like we've been playing the
whole season. ESPN games get
everybody up. We're playing for a
lot more in that game too, to get '20
wins and to have one of the better
records in the OVC.''
Stopping junior guard Marquis
Weddle may serve as the key for
the Ruccrs if they want to get their
lith conference victory of the sea·
s_on nnd their 20th win overall.
"Any rime you have a scorer like
Marquis Weddle, you have to do a

Women look
to dish out
.QVC losses

OUTDOOR HIGHLIGHTS·

s(:a!

Jeffrey Frye
Staff writer
Behind strong performances from the wings,
the Racers have won three of their last four
games and aren't looking to slow down.
In fact, Murray State looks to continue dishing
out losses to opponents in its quest for the OVC
championship.
Eleven possible games remain on the schedule
for the women's basketball team, with the final
one reserved for the two teams comp1Hing for
the title of OVC champion.
Scoring wise. the Racers arc led by senior
guards Kayla Vance and Mallory Luckett and
sophomore guard Rachacl Isom, averaging 10.8,
10.1 and 12.8 points. respectively, this season.
Upcoming opponents for the women include
conference teams UT Martin and Tennessee
State.
UT Martin, fresh off u two-game losing skid,
currently holds the No. 10 spot in the OVC with
an overall record of 4-15.
Despite a losing season, the Skyhawks have
renson to smile, thanks in part to junior forward
Aleda Weatherly.
Weatherly, who attended Belmont for two
years before transferring, leads the offensive
charge with ll.8 points per game. She earned last
week's OVC Newcomer of the Week title for the
sixth time this season.

Head Coach Rob Cross said he knows UT
Martin's unpredictability will make Saturday's
bout difficult.
"They do an outstanding job in their zone
defense of confusing your team no matter how
much you prepare for it with their scheme,"
Cross said. "They sprint back and try to control
the game. We have to force the game to be
played at our tempo."
After the Skyhawks, Tennessee State (7-ll
overall and 4~5 OVC) takes the next shot at the
young Racers.
The Feb. 4 matchup at the RSEC plays to the
detriment of the Tigers, who have not earned

Eyecare Specialties
308 S. 12th St., Murray
270-759·2500
• Laser vision surgery consultations
• Budget & designer cycwear
• Most insurance accepted
• AU types of contactS

Murray State Employees
We accept your

Snow goose offers bonus season for
bunters: The snow goose conservation
order season opens Monday in all go(ise
hunting zones but the Northeast. Hunters
who want to participate in this special
son must obtain a mandntory free permlt
before pursuing snow geese. The seas'o'n
will close the weekend of Feb. 6·7 in 'tJ\e
counties of the Western Duck Zone for,
' youth waterfowl season. It reopens again
on Feb. 8. The snow goose conservation
order officially closes for the season Maret\
31. Hunters must carry the mandatory sii9w
goose permit at all time..; while hunitng
snow geese.
The permit is available online at the Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildiift!
Resources' Web site at fw.ky.gov.
~ ~
I Cold water fishing tips: When the water
is as cold it is now, fish will not responli to
conventional lures. Even a suspending j~r]t
bait may be too much for them to ,chas~' tn
water temperatures below 40 degrees. The
best lure for these conditions are a blade
bait, such as a silver buddy and a jiggi"Itg
spoon. If the fish arc holding tight to the
bottom, work the blade bait with slow hops'
as if it were a jig.
•'
If they arc suspended, vertically jig the
spoon at the suspected depth the fish
holding in the water column. Usc your~
electronics to find schools of fish. W or)( the
-areas thoroughly with these lures bequ;;e
• you may have to put the bait right in front
of their face this time of year.
·
Contact Miller at steven.miller@
·
murraystate.edu.

their stripes away from home, losing seven out
of eight road games this year. Tennessee State
looks to derail Murray State from the No. S spot
in a rare road win.
If the opposition emerges victorious, one rea·
son may be senior forward Ohy Okafor.
Though not related to the NBA's Emeka'
Okafor, she puts of comparable numbers in scoring and rebounding, with 15.3 points and 7.3
rebounds per game.
Among others, Jasmine Smith is a TSU player
who averages respectable numbers, with 7.9
points and 6.7 rebounds per game.
Contact Frye at ieffreyfrye@murraystate.edu.
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Each week. The News picks some of the top performances in Racer athletics. To
submit a player for consideration in HOT SHOTS, contact Elizabeth Johnson at
elizabetha.johnsontmurraystate.edu.

•

The Murray State News
continuing a proud tradition.

File photo

File photo

Senior defensive end Austen Lane accepted an Invitation to the 2010 Under Armour Senior Bowlin Motille, Ala.. after an AII·Amertcan
season saw him record nsacks and 19.5 tackles-for-loss. The oame Is set to broadcast on the NFL Networtt Saturday. Lane Is projected to
be athird-round pick In the NFL Draft by CBSSports.com.

•

.,.

Senior Taylor Crawford, the 2009 OVC Female Track Athlete of the Year, finished second
In the 800-meter run with a time of 2:22.34 and fourth In the mile run with atime of
5:Z1.86 to lead Murray State In the Eastern Illinois MefJa Meet Saturday.

~
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2010 SUMMER
STUDY ABROAD PROGRA S

Congratulations to all who made the 19
Kentucky Press Association awards,
including Third Place
General Excellence, possible.

CONTACT:

Prof. Sam McNeely
4090 Business Building

First Place: Best Editorial, Best Column,
Best Headline, Best Sports Picture, Best Graphic,
Best Sports Page/Section
Second Place: Best Business/Agribusiness Story,
Best Sports Picture Essay, Best Editorial Page
Third Place: General Excellence, Best Column,
Best Sports Column, Best Sports Feature Story,
Best Enterprise or Analytical Story,
Best On~Going/Extended Coverage Story,
Best Headline, Best Lifestyle Page,
Best Newspaper Website

Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071-3314
Tel: (270) 809-6205
Email: sam.mcneely@muiTaystate.edu
Home Office:
International Business Seminars
Tel: (480) 874-0100
Email: Jnfo@lbstours.com
Website: www.lbatours.com
Ac:tlvttiH will Include vhalts to such lnt.rnlltionef
organlutlons as:
Nestle

Exxonllobll

GE Nuovo PlgnoN

DuPont de NemouR

BIIIW-Dingolftng

PriceWst.rhouMCoopen

Uoyd's ollonclon

NAIIionallhnk olllelglum

lllcrosoft

Helneken lnttrnettonal

Flclellly ln'ftl*'lefttl

Sw•ovsld Cryalal

Bank ol Engllnd

Johnton & Johnson

Gor.Tu

Tu.lnslrumen~a

.

Informational meeting on Monday, February 8th at 4 :30 p.m. In

ae 252.

Honorable Mention: Best Feature Picture
1
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Features Editor: Charlotte Kyle
Assistant Features Editor: Cody Arant
Phone: 809-4468
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National news. gossip sure to spice
~1p

your lunchconversation

Information and photos from
the Associated Press
CompUed by Charlotte Kyle
' Heroes' actor arrested for DUI
Former "Heroes"
.actor Adrian Pasdar
was arrested for
allegedly
driving
drunk and veering
across lanes on a
:West Los Angeles
freeway.
California
A
Highway
Patrol
report says Pasdar,
44, was pulled over
Adrian
shortly before 3 :t.m.
Wednesday
:tftcr
Pasdar
officers saw his Ford
F-150 truck doing 94 mph :1nd straddling
two lanes on Interstate 405.
The actor was booked for investigation
of driving under the influence of alcohol.
The Los Angeles County Sheriff's
Department says he was taken to county
jail and rclcqsl•d at about 8:30 a.m. on
$15,000 bail.
Pasdar is married to Dixie Chicks
singer Natalie Maines.
A message Jcft for his agent wasn't
immediately returned.

•Hope fo r H aid Now' d ebuts at No. l
The all-star "Hope for Haiti Now"
album has debuted at No. 1 on the Bill·
board 200 chart, making it the first digi·
tal-only album to hit the top spot.
Nielsen SoundScan said Wednesday
the compilation album of performances
from last week's charity telethon sold
171,000 units over the weekend.
The album features performances by
U2, Beyoncl~ :md Madonna, among others.
More than 80 million people tuned in
for Friday's telethon, which organizers
have said raised $66 million.
The event, which also streamed live
online, featured appt~arances by former
President Hill Clinton, Muhammad Ali,
Brad Pitt and other,stars who encouraged
donations for Haiti, which was hit by a
devastating earthquake Jan. 12.

I

I

I

Knr1c Mikei/Conrrihuting photogr.lpher

Caleb Campbell, senfor from Gideon, Mo., flashes a smile during a dress rehearsal for 'The Music Man.'

.

Campus Lights celebrates 73years ·.
,(

Alina Taylor
Contributing writer

O'Brien to produce NBC series
· An NBC spokesman said the network
bas a deal with Conan O'Brien to produce
'a possible series, only days after his ran·
corous exit as host of the network's
"Tonight Show."
' N BC is picking up a pilot from
O'Brien's production company, Conaco.
The drama, as yet untitled, focuses on a
Supreme Court justice who leaves the
bench to start his own practice.
1 Casting hus yet to be annou nced for the
pilot, which is bucking for a series slot on
'NBC's fall schedule.
Despite O'Brien's recent split from
NBC as an on-camera star, he retains a
development deal with the network.
• Past series produced by Conaco
include the comedy "Andy Barker, P.I.."
which featured O'Brien's longtime talkshow sidekick Andy Richter.
Lopez to guest on 'Mother' sitcom
Jennifer

Lopez

'will play a self-help

•,expert

on
an
episode of the CBS
comedy "How I Met
Your Mother" in
March.
actress·
: The
.
1'smger
portrays
Anita Appleby, a nononsense
author
who tries to "train''
Jennifer
men . into better
Lopez
'behavior in relationships. Her target is
Neil Patrick Harris'
playboy-bachelor character, Barney.
":We're looking fonvard to a week of
revealing outfits and sexy dance moves
.the likes of which this show hasn't seen
since Regis Philbin guest-starred," Carter
Bays, the show's co-creator, said Wedncs·
day.
The exact date of Lopez's episode hasn't been set. The Monday night comedy
recently reached a milestone with ito;
lOOth episode.

The 73rd annual production of Campus Lights
features the Tony Award-winning Broadway
show ''The Music Man."
Organized by students and under the direction of Dianne Rousseau, senior from Princeton.
Ky., "The Music Man" has a cast of about 3U Sill·
dents.
Phi Mu Alpha music fraternity began Campus
Lights in 1937 and <·ontinucd th rough the World
War II draft. Sigma Alpha Iota lm>k over Campus Lights during the w;tr.
The two organizations now jointly host Cam·
pus Lights. While they previously wrote their
own shows and music, they now vote together
and purchase the rights for 11 different show
each yea~.
After narrowing the choices down to "Guys
and Dolls," "The Music Man" or "Willy Wonka
and the Chocolate Factory," "The Music Man"
was selected.
Campus Lights not only entertains the com·
munity ior four nights, but the organizations
involved also provides a scholarship.
..(The scholarship) is for incoming freshmen
music majors," said Katie l lcrrenbruck, senior
and chair of the board of producers from Hanson, Ky. "'We haven't given it out for the past
few years but rhe goal this year is to give it out.
"The big go:tl of Campus l.ighrs is to help
fund .scholarships for musk because music programs are losing money and wc want to give a
chance. ;~s mu:.;ic mg:mizathms, to help promote
musi<: in the community,"
UThc Music Mnn" is :tbour con man Harold
HiiJ, who intends to scam the town by selling
band instruments and uniforms and skipping
town with their money. Hill unintentionally
falls in love with the librarian, Marian, a nd risks
getting caught as he tries to win her over.
"It's a show that anyone can appreciate and

Dert>k Mlllcr!TII" NC'w'

Dianne Rousseau, director and senior from Princeton,
Ky., helps Erin Silliman, senior from Sprlnqfleld, IlL
with her hair before dress rehearsal.
enjoy," Rousseau said. "It's not just geared
toward •• particular demographic. It really is
intcnJed for iamilr. for kids, fur adults, nnd any·
one to really come and enjoy it und relate to it,''
Paul Corder, senior from Owensboro, Ky ..
plays the role of Harold :md said that perform·
ing in C.1mpus Lights has both diflkultics and
rewards.
''This 1s prohably the hardest role that I have
ever done." Corder said "Harold Hill is just
about in every scene. It's a pretty demanding
role."

Despite the pressure. Corder said he enjoys
.spending time with the cast.
"The bonds and friendships that you create
through Campus Lights is a big factor nnd the
reason I do it every year," he said.
Playing his librarian love interest is Erin Sil·
liman, senior from Springfield, Ill. She said she
is looking forward to the hype of stepping on
stage this year.
"We share the countdown tn opening," she
said. "l think that is the most exciting parr."
In Nm.-cmbcr students who auditioned were
rcqulrl.'d to sing, prepare a moll\1logut• and participate in a dance number choreographed hy
this year's choreographer, Aaron Krueger,
junior from Campbell Hall, N.Y.
After callbacks were announced, the students
read selected lines and sang together so the
judges could see the chemistry between the
actors.
Production and practices started Jan. 3, gh•ing
the cast and crew 26 days to put the production
together.
Emily Merrick, junior from Marion, Ky., plays
the male role of Winthrop Paroo.
..1 think it's fun to be a little boy, to kind of
rele11sc the inner to-year-old," she said.
Campus Lights is an event of many traditions.
On alumni night, the Sigma Alpha Iota and Phi
Mu Alpha letters appear during the show, the
crests of the two organizations arc placed somewhere on the set, and a scene is pcrrormcd in
slow motion. 'rhe purpose is to transfonn an
otherwise normal perform:ml.!c into something
exdting.
"The Musk Man'' is scheduled for 7:30
tonight and Saturday and 2:30 p.m. Sunday in
!.ovett Auditorium. Prices :uc $10 for :ulults nnd
$7 for stUdents with n Raccrcard.
Fur more information about reserving tickets
contact Caroline Weiland at (812) 344·3000 or
carolinc.wciland~i•murraystatc.cdu.

Contact Taylor at atuylor2@murraystate.cdu.

' Ugly Betty' to end this year
ABC announced Wednesday "Ugly
Hettr" will be canceled ofter this season.
A critical :tnd popular success with its
premiere in fall 2006, "Ugly Betty" has
struggled in recent years with audience
retention.
Based on a Colombian tclcnovela. the
war m-hearted dramedy stars America
Ferrera as an ambitious but style·chal·
Jenged young woman out to build a future
at a New York fashion magazine.
A spokesperson for ABC said the series '
will conclude its run in a satisfactory
fashion for fans. The series has eight
episodes left.

..

Derek MillcrlTIJE' News

Paul Corder, senior from Owensboro, Ky., portrays Harold In 1he Music Man.'

Derek M•ller/Tht' News

Emily Hensel, freshman from Paducah, Ky., laughs onstaoe during rehearsal.
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-community takes steps toward healthy living
Jamie Booth
Staff writer
' Winter bas arrived and many Racers know
this season brings unpredictable weather and a
lack of outdoor exercise. With the weather
;being so nasty.. how do members of the Murray
~
.
. ~
community get exerctser
.:.. -one Murray couple. John and Joyce Harri·
son, have found the perfect way to get the exercise they need even during the cold winter
months by walking on the indoor track located
In the RSEC.
Whcn the temperature is above 50 degrees
outside. we'll walk outside," John Harrison ·
said. lf it is any colder, they said they use the
convenient indoor track.
• • "The RSEC has a great track," Mr. Harrison
said, "plus you're protected from the outside
weather."
· '•There are also water fountains and
i'e$trooms," Mrs. Harrison said. "That's defiI'U-tely something that people need."
·'~The Harrisons, who walk about four times a
week, said they walk in the RSEC instead of on
a treadmill because they said walking around
the track feels more beneficial than walking in
place.
··"We just moved to Murray two years ago and
we've been walking here since we moved," Mr.
Harrison said.
·. Joe Santiago, facility manager of the RSEC,
0

,

'.

said the benefits of walking are obvious.
"We definitely encourage people to get exercise," he said. "Anytime we're not hosting an
event, we allow the community to take advantage of the RSEC's indoor track and get some
exercise."
Santiago said hot and cold weather usually
draw a large crowd.
"If the weather is nice, though, people go out
and walk in their neighborhoods," he said.
Don and Brenda Newberry from Murray said
they take advantage of the track. especially in
the winter.
"We walk everyday it is open in the winter
and we've been coming ever since the RSEC
opened," Mrs. Newberry said. "There's really
not another place to walk when it's cold out·
side."
Mrs. Newberry said though she walks on a
treadmill at home, she prefers walking in the
RSEC.
"It's a chance for me to get out of the house
and I really enjoy the atmosphere," she said.'
The indoor track benefits walkers not only
physically but socially as well.
"We like to talk to the other walkers," Mrs.
Harrison said. "It's a way for us to get news
about what's going on in the community."
Mr. Harrison said he and his wife usually
walk together.
"It's a good timt• for us to talk," he said.
It also promotes better living.

Courtney Cr,lin/Thtt New,.;;

Toni Bohannon and Maroaret Gibson. both from Murray. walk alono the RSEC's track.
"We walk for the health benefits and to stay
active," Mr. Harrison said.
The RSEC is open for walking Monday - Friday from 7:15 a.m. to 3 p.m. and 6 to 9 p.m.• and
Saturday- Sunday 7:15a.m. to 3 p.m. Walking is

not allowed after 12 p.m. on basketball game
days and is closed on days of major events and
University holidays and breaks.
•
Contact Booth .-u jamie.booch@murraystat~.

cdu.
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Unconventional courses demonstrate diverse subj~cts :

......

Robin Phelps
· Staff writer

..

• AJter semesters of university
requirements and core classes, some
Murray State students may be in
aeed of a hiatus from the usual class
:~cltedulc.

, · Thankfully, Murray State offers a
range of university studies electives
designed to ~promote the development of the specific learning skills,"
.according to Murray State's Under·
graduate Bulletin.
·. Among these courses arc those
which fall within the categories of
interdisciplinary studies and recre·
ation. While these courses generally
are not required in order for stu·
dents to graduate they arc often the
courses graduating seniors enroll in.
. "Many students need one hour,
~u "one hour is difficult to find,"
Nancy Strong. sccret;uy for the College of Education, said.

. ..

Strong said shl! has taught sign
language in the residential colleges
as an interdisciplinary course for
years, but her passion for it began
when she decided to learn sign lan·
guage after being introduced to a girl
who was deaf in her Sunday school
class.
"Every special education teacher
should know some sign language,"
Strong said.
Strong said students in the class
learned the alphabet, at least 200
signs and how to distinguish
between sign language and Ameri·
can Sign Language.
American Sign Language, Strong
said, includes more than just how to
read }VOrds, but how to read body
language and facial expressions.
At the end of the course, Strong
said. students will be able to tell
jokes. funny stories and introduce
people.
"By the time freshmen graduate all

of the residential colleges will have
had the opportunity to take the
course," said Strong.
Another opportunity with univer·
sity elective courses includes
"Insects, Bugs and Rock and Roll"
taught by Michael Flinn, assistant
professor of biology.
"I had an early interest in bugs,"
Flinn said. "I still find them amazingly fascinating."
Flinn said there are more applications of insects and influences in
daily life than people realize.
''These are topics that will enrich
their deeper understanding of life's
mysteries," Flinn said.
He said his course would examine
symbols of insects in art, movies and
religion and explore forensic ety·
mology. the application of insects in
law as well as cinematography.
Flinn s(!id .ti}is dis~ssion course is
one students will find interesting as
they discover facts about why Egyp-

tians were fascinated with beetles.
among other topics.
Some may find interest in insects,
others in sign language, but Carl
Trella. scuba diving instructor, said
his interest is in the open water. .
A former Marine, Trella said he
and Murray State instructors Chuck
Blanchard, Dale Bucy and Tom Park·
er teach students how to dive in con·
fmed and open water.
Trella said this two-hour class
meets on Tuesday and Saturday
evenings and covers the basics of
diving including how to breathe
underwater, move and replace the
diving mask.
Though there are no .Prerequisites
for this class. Trella said not everyone will have an affinity for scuba
diving.
"It's not for everybody just like
golf isn't for everybody," Trella said.
"Bu~ it's very enjoyable though, you
just have to give it time."

Trella said students in this class
will not only learn how to dive in
open water, but be able to receive
scuba diving certification•
"l'm a firm believer that if you
always wanted to try something, try
it," Trella said.
Trella said he and the other
instructors plan to take a group t<>
Cozumel, Mexico for certification
immediately following commence·
ment on May 9.
•
Though it costs $200, Trella saia
the life-long certification is worth it.
"This is a sport you can continue
and you can do it on your own,''
Trella said.
:
Whether telling jokes in sign lad·
guage, discussing the influence of
insects, scuba diving. kic.kboxing or
sewing, students can go to MyGate's
"look up classes" tab to find their
next university elective course.

Contact Phelps at

ro~inj.phelps@

murray.~tatc.cdu.

Party Hard BUT
Party Safe and Smart!

...

ALONG WITH A WIDE VARIETY OF MICROBREWS IN BOTTLES,
WE ARE NOW SERVING MICROBREWS ON TAP.
D ART TOURNAMENTS EVERY TUES. @ 8 P. M.

•112 PRICE APPE"I'IZ£RS•
AFrER 9 P.M. MoN.-WED.

BIGAPPLEMURRAY.COM

Alternating non-alcoholic with alcoholic beverages

Determining in advance not to exceed a set number of drinks
Choosing not to drink alcohol

Using a designated driver
Eating before and/or during drinking

Having a friend let you know when you've had enough
Keeping track of how many drinks you've consumed

Pacing drinks to one or fewer in an hour
Avoiding drinking games

Drinking an alcoholic look-alike
•

: j ~MURRAY

. :•

•

STATE UNIVERSITY

MSU

: Data from Spring 2008 National College Health Assessment
.- 771 respondents .

... .

•
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Video Game R e v i e w - - - - - - - - - - - - -

;Dark Void' feels frustratingly close to good
~

~ Assistant. Features Editor Cody
•Arant wntes the video game
••
'-reviews.

~

:· Some games are outrageously
:hyped. I hear about them for
:months. maybe even years before
.they come out. There is a ton of
:;peculation and promises made and
~nevitably broken. Sometimes, I just
j8ct entirely sick of the game before
!it even comes out.
: Other games fly under the radar.
~I might see an article or two right
rbefore they come out. A lut of
:times, I only hear of games when
•the demo is available on Xbox Live.
''Dark Void" was one of the latter.
Discussing upcoming games with
one of my friends, I asked him what
' this demo was for, All he said was.
"Oh. that jetpack game or something."
They had me at jetpack.
"Dark Void" follows the adven·
tures of pilot William Grey. The
world is on the verge of war as the
'fascists rise to pQwer. Grey is an ex·
Army pilot (remember, the Air
Force wasn't established untill947).
He was one of the best, but was dishonorably discharged after deserting while on leave. He has taken up
work as a cargo pilot in a remote
location to avoid the coming war.
While on delivery, Grey crashes
in the Bermuda Triangle. He is
swiftly caught up in a war between
aliens called Watchers and the
humans the Watchers want to
enslave. He gets sucked into anoth·
er dimension called the Dark Void.
Also. Nikola Tesla gives him a jetpack. Hijinks ensue.
From that bare skeleton of plot,
things get shaky. There are special
humans called Adepts. What makes
them special is never really
e xplained. It's implied that Grey is
an Adept but never really confirmed or denied. The Watchers arc
implied to be manipulating events
in the human world. but they :tre
supposedly confined to the Dark
Void. Grey literally asks how this is
possible. An explanation is
promised ("Ask this guy when you
meet him") but never given.
The plot !las very interesting
ideas, but they areo't>really fleshed
out. It's tantalizing, and, frankly,
very frustrating. The game ended,
:and I was sitting there with "Dark

.

l pride myself OI].
having a decent sense
ofhumor.
•
I can craCk a joke
with the best of the,m,
and I appreciate the
difficulty of crafting .a
truly original piece of
humor. I grew up in a
house full of laughter,
Charlotte so I tend to gravitate
Kyle
toward comedies when
Features Editor choosing entertainment.
.I have difficulty, however. dealing wuh
laugh tracks.
•. •
Some of ~y favorite comedy progr~~
don't use laugh tracks. These shows
aren't filmed in front of a studio audi:..
ence, so laugh tracks are not necessacy.
"The Office," "30 Rock,'' "Scrubs" and
''Arrested Development'' aU manage to
successfully land jokes without the aid of
a laugh track.
~
This doesn't mean I completely ignore
shows with laugh tracks, however. I
watch the Disney Channel, and the
majority of those shows feature laugh
tracks.
It comes with the territory - shooting
multi-camera format in front of a studio
audience.
A clip from "The Big Bang Theory,''
featuring a scene with the laugh track
muted from the audio, arrived on
YouTubc recently. While many say it
shows how painfully unfunny and awk·
ward the program is, l disagree.
The clip is certainly awkward, but that
stems from the pauses between lines
where the canned laughter is injected.
I Those pauses are necessary so each actor
can deliver his or her lines successfnlly
without the audience missing it.
This video led me to more of the same
type, including clips of "Full House" and
"Friends" with laugh tracks removed.· •
Better than that, however, were the
"plus laugh track" videos. These videos
added laugh tracks to movies and shows
' such as "'The Dark Knight," "Pulp riction" and "To Catch a Predator."
The latter includes all the cat calls,
clapping and screaming you've come to
•
love with canned laughter.
According to the added track, fm
laughing at the right parts.
•
I admit l originally avoided "How t
Met Your Mother" because of the canned
laughter. 1 had become so used to noi
hearing the laughter. I couldn't imaginci
going back to a television world wherci
someone was constantly laughing just
bit too loudly at the jokes.
':!
It's like watching TV with my mom. t
love her, but her laughter can be heard
from across the house.
• :
As it turns out, though. it isn't tho
worst thing in the world. Sometimes- lt
can be over the top, but the more you
watch, the easier it becomes to ignore- •
It's hard to imagine the classic sitcoJnS
without it.
In fact, worse than laugh tracks would
be remastered versions of shows withoUJ
the canned laughter. Let's hope tbal
never happens.
• ::
Contact Kyle at charlotte.kyl~~
murraystatc.edu.
• •:

PhOto courtesy of ign.com

William Grey flails about while attemptillQ to steer his jetpack. Probable fact QOOfy poses are why we don't have jetpacks now.
Void''·induced blue balls. The game
repetitive. It works like real doggave me just enough cool ideas to
fighting. You spend a lot of time
book me and not enough to really
just trying to get into position to
deliver.
shoot aliens that would really·
Another plot-related annoyance
rather that you didn't. It's usually
is· something more general. The
easier to just hijack the UFOs.
game has a good story, but it isn't
Yes, I just said "hijac.k the UFOs."
told welL Recall that I viewed the
It's awesome.
"Assassin's Creed " series as an
Unfortunately, once you've done
excellent story-telling experience
it a couple of dozen times it gets
that told the story in a format that
sort of old. There should have been
works well for the medium. "Dark
other uses for the jetpack. Maybe
Void" docs not. Essentially, all of
you have to chase down the last bad
the plot is told at the beginning and
guy in a :;mall canyon or something.
anything to inject a little variety in
end of missions in the form of
cutscenes. There are plot moments
the levels.
and gameplay moments, but never
There was one level that required
both at once. Years ago, that would
flight that was different. It involved
be standard, but now the medium
maneuvering through extremely
has progressed enough that variatight quarters at suicidal speeds. It's
tion is possible.
probably one of the most challengThe gamcplay is good. The game
ing sequences in the game.
mixes flying sequences with the jet·
Another gameplay element that
pack and gunning sections on foot
grated was the use of escort-type
and strives to find a balance
missions. I'm not a fan of that type
between them. Both types of action
of gameplay in general. It gets frusare fairly well-developed. The game
trating when you have to stick arbi·
has an excellent cover system and
trarily close to your target. You
introduces vertical cover. So, for
can't use your jetpack in those scenarios, because you fail the mission
instance, while climbing, you can
use the ledges as cover. It's just
without a "get back to that guy"
cool, plain antl-'S implc.
- -prompt.
The game hinges on the nighi
"Dark Void" is insanely short. I
sections. The selling point of the
beat the whole thing in like two
game is the jctpack, after all. Now,
days. The game offers multiple difdon't get me wrong, the jetpack levficulty levels for replay value. After
els are good. They just start to feel
completing the game on the first

playthrougb, your radar is upgrad·
ed to show the location of collectibles. However,' it is, theoreti·
cally, possible to get all of the
achievements for the Xbox 360 version in one playthrough.
• As a whole, the game is fun.
There are sequences that are just
neat to see. The game offers enough
of a plot to keep you engaged, but
the plot feels frustratingly incomplete. The variation in gameplay
works to mix things up, but can feel
arbitrary and forced. The game is
definitely worth a play, but you may
want to hold off on purchasing.
"Dark Void" is rated T for Teen
by the ESRB for animated blood,
mild language and violence and is
available now for the PlayStation 3,
Microsoft Windows and the Xbox
360.
Contact Arant at cody.arant@
murraystate.edu.

cc

Zero lives: Not worth a quarter
in the arcade
One life; Abo11t as much fun as an
invisible wall
Two .lives: Nice way to waste a
weekend
Three lives: Your next addiction
Four lives: Game of the Year
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Last Week's Solution
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